
Distinctive design

Totally silent in filterless TSSTM mode

Low energy consumption

Small and portable

2-year warranty

Exclusive filterless TSSTM technology

Patented and eco technology

SCIENTIFIC TESTS  PROVE THAT AIRFREE CERAMIC CORE

A recent scientific test, performed by MRIGlobal, revealed the efficacy of Airfree’s exclusive TSSTM Technology in the process of deactivating Coronavirus.
We can now unequivocally say that Airfree’s technology will contribute to keep closed environments safer from COVID-19.

HOW AIRFREE DESTROYS SARS-CoV-2 (Coronavirus)

The patented heated ceramic core has been tested before in certified labs 
and proven to destroy all microorganisms, including viruses.                    
Coronavirus, like most viruses, is heat sensitive, therefore, by exposing 
it to high temperatures, an efficient inactivation is achieved, creating 
sustainable long-term confidence in our products.

A recent scientific test performed by MRIGlobal, a world leader institution 
in technology and science, revealed the efficacy of Airfree´s exclusive 
TSSTM Technology in the process of deactivating Coronavirus.

This specific test was performed in only 60 minutes, achieving an 
impressive virus reduction rate and proving Airfree’s efficacy in                 
destroying SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.

HOW THE TEST WAS PERFORMED

with Airfree without Airfree

one with Airfree and one empty 
(control)

2 IDENTICAL TESTING
CHAMBERS

SARS-CoV2
nebulized into both chambers 
with the same amount of viral 
stock

air sampling is analysed in both 
chambers every 15 min for 60 min

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

RESULTS

Airfree destroys rather
than holds viruses 

see the test

know our products

OTHERS APPLICATIONS

AROUND THE WORLD
Today, Airfree, a 100% Portuguese company, is present in more than 60 countries, distributed among the Americas, Europe and Asia, 
bringing quality air to homes, hospitals, schools, hotels, museums and aviaries, as well as historic buildings.
Our air purifiers have improved the quality of life for many people all around the world with demonstrated efficacy.

WHERE TO BUY

Dust mite allergens Bacteria

VirusesMould Pollens

Pet Dander

 DESTROYS CORONAVIRUS

analysis shows an important 
reduction of live virus in Airfree’s 
chamber when compared to the 
control chamber

Check out the full test

Contaminated air
enters Airfree here

Airfree “boils” the air at 
200ºC destroying all viruses
 and microorganisms 
inside the mini ducts of the TSSTM 

patented ceramic core

Virus-free purified air
is released into the room
Air is sterilised when passing through
the ceramic core mini ducts. A silent
and maintenance-free operation

Airfree cannot warrant that all viruses in a room
will be destroyed before being inhaled.

Airfree
certified
to destroy
COVID-19
virus


